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The subject of this work is focused on characterization of the microstructures and
orientations of SiC crystals synthesized in diamond–SiC–Si composites using reactive
microwave sintering. The SiC crystals grown on the surfaces of diamonds have either
shapes of cubes or hexagonal prisms, dependent on crystallographic orientation of
diamond. The selection of a specified plane in diamond lattice for the TEM investigations
enabled a direct comparison of SiC orientations against two types of diamond facets. On the
{111} diamond faces a 200 nm layer of 30–80 nm flat β-SiC grains was found having a semi-
coherent interface with diamond at an orientation: (111)[112]SiC║(111)[110]C. On the {100}
diamond faces β-SiC forms a 300 nm intermediate layer of 20–80 nm grains and an outer
1.2 µm layer on top of it. Surprisingly, the SiC lattice of the outer layer is aligned with the
diamond lattice: (111)[110]SiC║(111)[110]C.

© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Diamond–SiC composites are considered one of the most
promising materials for thermal management applications. In
contrast with metal-based diamond composites, diamond–SiC
potentially combine high thermal conductivity and relatively
low coefficient of thermal expansion of two phases each having
a low density.

Chemical bonding between the diamond particles and the
SiC should be providedby a reactionbetween carbonand silicon
to form ‘bridges’ structurally integrated with diamond. Howev-
er, the thermal resistance of SiC–diamond interfaces should be
minimised to ensure efficient heat transport in the
interconnected diamonds [1,2]. This can be achieved by
providingdefect-free, coherent interfacesbetween thediamond
and the SiC lattices. It should be noted that the SiC crystals can
grow on diamond either in an ordered fashion, resulting in
highly strained epitaxial layers, low energy semi-coherent
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configurations [3,4] or through high-misfit interfaces with
lattice defects minimizing the strain energy [5]. Numerous
investigations have been carried out on the structure of SiC–
diamond interfaces [5–9]. However, to the best knowledge of the
authors, the growth mechanism of SiC crystals grown on
differently oriented diamond surfaces has not been studied
and experimentally verified.

The diamond–SiC composites can be fabricated via high-
temperature high-pressure sintering of diamond and Si [6–9],
infiltration of diamond compacts with precursor gas [10] and
more recently by microwave reactive sintering of diamond–
silicon powders mixtures [11,12]. In contrast to the conven-
tional processes, microwave sintering has the advantage of
internal and phase-selective heat generation which offers
high sintering rates [13]. Since silicon has a much higher
dielectric loss than diamond, it more readily absorbs micro-
wave energy and is preferentially heated to temperatures
above its melting point [14]. The higher heating rate facilitated
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by the use of microwaves reduces the sintering time which
helps avoid overheating of the diamond particles, thereby
preventing their graphitization.

Electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) was used to charac-
terize the morphology and crystallographic relations between
the SiC and diamond crystals. The obtained results elucidated
themechanism of SiC growth on differently oriented planes of
diamond in microwave sintered diamond–SiC composites.
Fig. 1 – XRD spectrum of the as-sintered diamond–SiC–Si
composite.
2. Experimental

Diamond MBD8 monocrystals (Qiming) having an average
diameter of 150 µm and n-doped Si powder with particle
diameter of about 0.22 µm obtained by milling Czochralski
monocrystal were used for sintering. The powders were mixed
at Si:diamondweight ratio of 1:4 in Turbulamixer andheated at
90 °C/min up to 1700 °C under argon using microwaves
(2.45 GHz, 1 kW max., Dipolar AB, TE103 resonator, Raytek
pyrometer). The general structure of the as-sintered samples
was investigatedusing scanningelectronmicroscope (HitachiS-
3500N). The microstructures of the SiC–diamond interfaces
were revealed by transmission electron microscopy (JEOL JEM
1200) and the TEM foils were prepared using focused ion beam
technique (Hitachi FB2100). The microstructures of SiC layers
were examined using bright field TEM images while the
structure and crystallographic orientations of the SiC crystals
were revealed using selected area electron diffraction patterns.
Fig. 2 – SEM micrograph of the as-sintered diamond–SiC–Si
composite; inclusions show the top-view of the SiC crystals
on the {100} and {111} diamond facets.
3. Results

Microwave sintering allowed synthesis ofmechanically stable,
porous compacts of interconnected diamonds. The open
porosity of the as-sintered samples measured by pycnometer
and Archimedes method was of about 44 vol.% and closed
porosity of about 2 vol.%. Although the pores bring no
contribution to the macroscopic thermal conductivity, the
porous structure of the composite enables the investigation on
morphology and distribution of the compounds grown on the
surfaces of diamonds.

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the pulverised
samples revealed characteristic peaks of diamond, cubic Si and
cubic β-SiC, Fig. 1. Since the β-SiC polytype and diamond have
the cubic zinc blende structure, their lattices tend to have a
crystallographic alignment which should provide efficient
phonon transport through the interfaces.

The SEM analysis of the diamond–SiC–Si composite samples
showed that the diamonds were bonded into porous pre-forms
by ‘bridges’ made of silicon carbide and remnant silicon, Fig. 2.
The presence of SiC layers at the interfaces between diamonds
and solidified silicon droplets indicated good wetting of the
diamondsurfacesbymoltenSi.CubicSiC crystalswere foundon
the square diamond facets having {100} orientation while flat,
hexagonal SiC prisms were observed on the hexagonal {111}-
oriented facets.

Themicrostructures of the SiC layers developed on the {100}
and {111}-oriented diamond facets were revealed by cross-
sectioning the respective diamond surfaces along <110> direc-
tions using FIB, as illustrated in Fig. 3. For SiC lattice matching
thatofdiamond, theselectionof the {110} planeviewin thecubic
or {11–20} in hexagonal SiC crystal allows a straightforward
identification of the SiC polytype, as explained in [3]. The
schematic in Fig. 3 shows that the morphology of SiC crystals
reflects the geometry of the specific diamond facet, as indicated
by the SEM micrographs. The so-called periodic bond chain
theory implies that the bond structure of the substrate surface
determines the growth habit and the morphology of the new
crystal [15].

The TEM micrographs of the SiC crystals grown on a {100}-
oriented diamond surface revealed a two-layer microstruc-
ture, Fig. 4 (a). A dense, about 1.2 µm thick layer of SiC crystals
is separated from diamond by a 300 nm layer consisting of
equiaxed SiC grains with an average diameter of 80 nm. The
bright field TEM images showed irregular stacking faults along
the {111} planes in the microcrystalline SiC layer. The
formation energy for these stacking faults in β-SiC is very
low (1.9 mJ/m2) [16] thus they can easily be formed under
thermal stresses during sintering. Steps were observed at the
SiC–diamond interface, suggesting local etching and rough-
ening of diamond {100} surface. As a result, the {111} facets of
diamond were revealed, as indicated by the inclination angle
of about 70° between the steps, the same as between the (111)



Fig. 3 – A schematic showing the morphology of the SiC
crystals grown on two types of diamond facets with the
selected section lines.
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and (−1−1 1) planes in a cubic lattice. The steps on the {100}
facets are most likely related to enhanced reactivity of these
surfaces due to a two time higher density of unpaired bonds
compared with the less reactive {111} facets. The SiC crystals
found on the {111}-oriented diamond facets make up a more
uniform layer, with thickness of about 200 nm, consisting of
flat grains with thickness in the range of 30–80 nm, Fig. 4 (b).
This layer is significantly thinner than the one developed on
the {100}-oriented diamond, which indicates lower reactivity
of hexagonal diamond facets.

The EDX line scans through the SiC–diamond interface for
the {100} and {111}-oriented diamond are shown in Fig. 4 (c)
and (d), respectively. A decrease of Si atoms concentration in
Fig. 4 – Bright field TEM images of the interfacial SiC layers on (a) {1
(c) {100} (d) {111} diamond.
the outer, microcrystalline SiC layer could be due to bulk
diffusion of Si atoms toward the SiC–diamond interface. The
profiles of C and Si concentrations in the intermediate nano-
layer on the {100} diamond might indicate its non-stoichio-
metric composition. However, due to a limited accuracy of the
measurement this result might be an artifact and should be
supported by other investigation methods.

The formation of β-SiC polytype on both types of diamond
facets was confirmed by the selected area electron diffraction.
The analyses of the SAED patterns for SiC crystals on the {100}
diamond surface revealed identical orientation with diamond,
that is: (111)[110]SiC║(111)[110]C, Fig. 5 (a). However, the
presence of the intermediate layer with randomly oriented
SiC nano-grains, Fig. 5 (b), rules out epitaxy of the upper
microcrystalline SiC layer. In the case of the {111} diamond
face, the following orientation relation between SiC and
diamond was found from the SAED pattern: (111)[112]
SiC║(111)[110]C, Fig. 5 (c), indicating a semi-coherent interface.
For this orientation, the SiC lattice is rotated by 30° around
[111] axis with respect to diamond lattice. This situation has
been shown on a model of coincident lattice sites in the
diamond–SiC interface given in [5]. In the case of β-SiC–
diamond interfaces, a match with low index planes, such as
{100} is more likely than with the higher index planes, such as
{112}, {114} and {221}; however, the latter are energetically
favourable [4]. Considering a relatively large difference in the
lattice parameter of SiC and diamond (∼18%), the SiC lattice is
unlikely to deform to maintain an epitaxial relation. There-
fore, the generation of semi-coherent interfaces, providing
coincident lattice sites, reduces the mismatch and the related
strains at the diamond–SiC interface.
00} and (b) {111} diamondwith EDX line scans of SiC layers on



Fig. 5 – SAED patterns of the interfacial areas: (a) microcrystalline SiC and {100}-oriented diamond, (b) nano-crystaline SiC
sub-layer grown on the same diamond and (c) SiC crystals and {111}-oriented diamond.
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The microscopic observations allowed describing the
growth mechanism of SiC crystals on {111} and {100} diamond
facets in the diamond–SiC–Si composites. The SiC crystals
expand much faster in directions parallel to the {111} planes
than in perpendicular direction because the {111} surfaces
have the densest atom stacking and the lowest surface energy.
Formation of flat SiC crystals by development of the {111}
planes on the {111} diamond facets is therefore favoured. In
the case of the {100} diamond facets, due to surface roughen-
ing numerous etch pits serve as nucleation sites for SiC
crystals. The walls of these etch pits having {111} orientations
are inclined towards the {100} surface of diamond. The {111}
SiC planes grow preferentially on the diamond planes of the
same orientation along the etched walls. In this case the
planes of the fastest growth are inclined to the diamond
surface, thus the SiC crystal growth on {100} diamond prevails
in the direction perpendicular to its surface.

The following mechanism leading to formation of the
double SiC layer was proposed based on the TEM and SAED.
The first SiC crystals precipitate at the interface between
diamond and liquid Si from the saturated SiL(C) solution.
When the primary SiC crystals form a dense layer, the diamond
substrate is shielded from the silicon and thus the transport of
the reagents slows down. Then, the SiC layer grows mainly
outwardly by saturation of the Si melt with the C atoms
diffusing through the SiC layer. Simultaneous diffusion of Si
atoms in the opposite direction, toward the diamond results in
precipitation of SiC crystals at the interface between the
diamond and the primary SiC crystals.
4. Conclusions

The microscopic observations showed that the differences in
the crystallographic orientation and roughness of diamond
{111} and {100} surfaces determine the orientation, morphol-
ogy and thickness of SiC crystals growing on them. Three-
dimensional growth of SiC crystals on the {100} diamond
involves creation of numerous steps on its surface in contrast
with the {111} diamond on which the SiC crystals grow in a
two-dimensional manner. The SiC cubes and thin hexagonal
prisms were found on the {100} and {111} facets, respectively.
On the {100} diamond, SiC micro-grains are in crystallographic
alignment with the diamond and are separated from it by
randomly oriented nano-grains. On the {111} diamond, SiC
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crystals create a semi-coherent interface withmutual rotation
of the two lattices by the [111] axis. According to the proposed
growth mechanism, the separation of the diamond from
liquid Si by the primary SiC crystals leads to the formation of a
secondary layer made of SiC nano-crystals. The presence of
the intermediate layer of randomly oriented nano-grains is
expected to decrease the thermal transport properties of the
diamond–SiC composites.
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